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Message from the Managing Director
As Christmas and the end of the year draws near, we reflect on the profound changes in the
industry and on what we, Phillip Riley, have achieved in the past twelve months.
Firstly the industry. We started the year with optimism having secured a revised RET and a
“climate friendly PM” (at least one of those remain). There was as handful of investments (with
ACT Gov, ARENA & CEFC contributions) last year however this year, and especially of late, it
seems as if there is an announcement of a new project every day (and long may it continue), and
more closures of fossil fuel sites. The industry across the board has been busy and it will be very
interesting to see if that momentum remains in early 2017 (which we think it will).
From our perspective, it is immensely satisfying to see the enormous amount of career
opportunities available to people whom have suffered through several relatively dormant years in
the industry. As a result of the industry's growth, we have grown our own team to 6 onshore and
3 offshore members, with most having nearly a year in our business/industry and no doubt filled
with more insights into the industry than when they first started (which will be very important in a
Renewables “war for talent” in 2017).
To meet the demands of clients and candidates in 2017, we are busy planning our own Products
and Services development roadmap which will encompass a more comprehensive launch of our
Board/Mentor & Internship Programs, a Contracting As A Service (CAAS) model, and quarterly
industry events that we will Host/Sponsor. Watch this space!
We would like to thank our many supporters for making 2016 very enjoyable and wish everyone a
safe and Merry Christmas and New Year. All the best in what is shaping up to be a busy 2017.
Scott Robinson
Managing Director
Phillip Riley

TOP TALENTS AVAILABLE
Technical Sales Manager / BDM
Development Manager / Project Manager
Senior Electrical Engineer  Solar & Energy
Storage

CEC Accredited Electrician
Electrical Specialist
Project Engineer / Electrical
Superintendent  Utility Scale Solar

CURRENT JOB OPPORTUNITIES
CEC Solar Electrician
Residential Solar Sales Specialist  Huge
International Brand
Expressions of Interest  Renewable
Energy
Trainee Recruitment Consultant
Principal Engineer (Wind)

Recruitment Consultant/Manager
(Renewable Energy)
Asset Manager  Operations &
Maintenance  Solar
Project Developer  Project Development
Solar BDM  Utility & Commercial Scale
2x Internships (Renewable Energy & HR)

RECENT INDUSTRY NEWS
How Australian farmers are harvesting the
sun to water their fields
Two Charts That Show How Renewable
Energy Has Blown Away Expectations

9 Aussie Towns Going 100% Renewable
Queensland report outlines 50 per cent
renewable energy map
Wave, solar and energy storage combine
forces to power WA island
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Owen Bleakley
Regional Director

T: +61 (0)3 9629 5785
M: +61 (0)450 024 827
srobinson@phillipriley.com.au

T: +61 (0)3 9629 5785
M: +61 (0)416 572 141
obleakley@phillipriley.com.au

Ryan Hauville
Regional Director

Ilias Panagiotidis
Senior Recruitment Consultant

T: +61 (0)3 9629 5785
M: +61 (0)457 325 550
rhauville@phillipriley.com.au

T: +61 (0)3 9629 5785
M: +61 (0)401 858 483
ipanagiotidis@phillipriley.com.au

Ben Cowie
Recruitment Consultant

Caitlin Fairchild
Talent Manager

T: +61 (0)3 9629 5785
M: +61 (0)432 658 288
bcowie@phillipriley.com.au

T: +61 (0)3 9629 5785
M: +61 (0)435 748 643
cfairchild@phillipriley.com.au

Mayeth Lacorte
Talent Acquisition Specialist
T: +61 (0)3 9629 5785
mlacorte@phillipriley.com.au
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